Crestron Flex
Video Conferencing

COLLABORATION AT ITS BEST.
SIMPLE. RELIABLE. FLEXIBLE.

Microsoft  zoom  BYOD
Hear every word, see everyone — clearly

Make everyone feel they’re in the room. Every Crestron Flex device brings high fidelity audio, and high resolution video to every type and size of space — from rooms seating 1 – 1,000.

360° quad microphone arrays, beamforming technology and mic pods pick up every word. High-precision, HD intelligent cameras with 150° field of vision do everything from focusing on who’s speaking to counting who’s in the room.
Collaborate on any platform, in any room — consistently and easily

Collaboration should be easy no matter which room you’re in or platform you prefer. With Crestron Flex you can have a native Microsoft Teams® or Zoom Rooms™ meeting experience plus the ability to connect any laptop or mobile device for a BYOD experience. So everyone can have a consistent experience from room to room. And every organization can rely on a consistent level of support whether you prefer Android™ OS or Windows® OS.

Make workplace technology work from one screen — seamlessly

Crestron knows how to make a room work from the inside out. From any Crestron Flex device you easily control everything you need from room scheduling to launching your presentation, to adjusting lighting, shades and climate. Every space. Every meeting.
A solution for every space

From desktop to lecture hall, corporate campus to satellite office, onsite or remote — Crestron Flex offers you the ease and simplicity of one solution — all from one company. Desktop phones, tabletop devices, soundbars, mobile carts — Crestron Flex has the hardware that makes collaboration easy.
Provision, monitor and control 5 or 5,000 devices — easily

1. Pre-wired systems make setup simple
2. Cloud-based deployment and management makes it easy to scale
   - Provision thousands of devices at the same time it takes to configure one
   - Remotely manage and monitor your workplace technology
   - Improve device uptime: Resolve events remotely and efficiently
   - Improve space and investment strategy with usage data and analytics

Maintain productivity with Crestron Flex Care — flawlessly

- 24/7 live support and troubleshooting
- 5 year extended warranty
- Advance Replacement
- Discounted on-site service
Crestron Flex is the choice of small businesses, large enterprises, universities, and government offices. Here’s what some of them have to say:

“Crestron Flex not only provided us with a consistent experience throughout our office but offers my team an easy-to-manage solution that we believe in and trust.”

Andy Jones, Director of Digital Technologies, Fishtech Group

“Crestron Flex and Microsoft Teams have transformed how we operate. We had relied heavily on in-person meetings in the past, but with these new systems in place, we are now able to meet at any time with participants all across the globe.”

Nathan Hunter, Senior Manager, IT Collaboration Spectrum Brands

“Crestron Flex for Microsoft Teams provides us with a core ecosystem of products that delivers a single, unified experience for all of our associates and which accommodates their evolving needs.”

Thomas Geblein, Solution Architect, Digital Enablement, Rich Products

“Crestron Flex allows USC to leverage new possibilities of unified communications, making every space a connected classroom.”

Joe Way Director, Learning Environments, University of Southern California
Collaborate confidently
Crestron is ready to help you bring Crestron Flex to any space, anywhere.

Get ready for your conversation with answers to these questions:

1. **How many people are in the space?**
   - 1 – 3 people: Personal Workspace
   - Up to 5 people: Small Rooms
   - Up to 15 people: Medium Rooms
   - Up to 30 people: Large Rooms
   - Any Number: Custom & Mobile Spaces

2. **What kind of activity are you interested in?**
   - Audio only
   - Video Collaboration
   - Video Presentation

3. **What is your preferred platform?**
   - One-touch native Microsoft Teams® or Zoom Rooms™
   - Any platform (BYOD)
   - Both

4. **What kind of solution are you looking for?**
   - Desktop
   - Tabletop
   - Soundbar
   - Custom
   - Mobile

5. **What is your preferred OS?**
   - Android™
   - Microsoft® Windows®
P-Series

The Crestron Flex Phone with Microsoft Teams® software. A dedicated collaboration device that makes virtual meetings a reality.

- Keeps your calendar, organizes your contacts, schedules your events
- One-touch control to join, manage or begin a meeting
- Extra-wide high-resolution touch screen, sized for clarity
- HD camera option makes sure everyone is seen
- Microphone array picks up every word
- PoE powered for easy installation

1 – 3 people

PERSONAL WORKSPACE

8” & 10” options

Starting at $460 USD Advertised
M-Series Mini Tabletop
Big-time performance in a small package.

- 7” Touch screen with easy to use and see display
- Integrated quad mics with 10’ range picks up voices throughout an office
- HD camera with 150° viewing angle gets everyone in the picture
- Android™ or Microsoft Windows®
- One-touch native Microsoft Teams® or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD
- Audio-only and Video options

1 – 3 PEOPLE
PERSONAL WORKSPACE

Audio-only Microsoft Teams®:
$750 USD Advertised

Native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms Video:
Starting at $3,000 USD Advertised
Up to 5 people

M-Series Mini Tabletop
Big-time performance in a small package.

- 7” Touch screen with easy to use and see display
- Integrated quad mics with 10’ range picks up voices throughout an office
- HD camera with 150° viewing angle gets everyone in the picture
- Android or Microsoft Windows
- One-touch native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD
- Audio-only and Video options

Audio-only Microsoft Teams: $750 USD Advertised
Native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms Video: Starting at $3,000 USD Advertised
Up to 5 people

Starting at $3,500 USD Advertised

B-Series Smart Soundbar
Raise the bar with exceptional audio and video quality.

Adaptive beam-forming microphone array picks up every voice within a 15’ range

HD camera with 150° viewing angle gets everyone in the picture

Android or Microsoft Windows

One-touch native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD

Easy to install and deploy with integrated mounting bracket

Available with wall mount or tabletop touch screen
MEDIUM ROOMS

Up to 15 people

Starting at $1,200 USD Advertised

M-Series Tabletop

Turn any table top into a collaboration hub.

- Built-in speakers and microphone for up to 20’ range
- An intelligent camera with 5x virtual zoom and auto-framing for the perfect view every time
- Android or Microsoft Windows
- One-touch native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD
- Easy to install with a single cable that transports USB, Audio and HDMI* to the display
M Series with Mic Kit
A complete system that hears and sees everything.

- 7" HD display
- Integrated 360° microphone array plus mic pods for extra coverage, designed to deliver crystal clear sound
- AEC-enabled USB speakerphone for wideband audio performance
- Wide-angle diagonal field of view
- Android or Microsoft Windows
- One-touch native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD
- Additional Mic pod ensures everyone at the table is heard — equally well

Up to 30 people
Starting at $2,500 USD Advertised
C-Series
Realize the potential of custom spaces — easily.

Integrates with your choice of displays, cameras, microphones, mixers, switchers, and audio conferencing interface (or speakerphone)

One-touch control to start any meeting, join any conversation, share any content

Android or Microsoft Windows

One-touch native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD

Manage all the technology in the room via Crestron XiO Cloud® platform

Available with wall mount or tabletop touch screen

Any number of people
Starting at $2,800 USD Advertised
**ANY NUMBER OF PEOPLE**

**MOBILE SPACE**

---

**R-Series Mobile UC**

Rapid Deployment Collaboration System – put video collaboration wherever it’s needed.

- Set up a collaboration space, quickly, easily and affordably — wherever it’s needed
- Great audio and video quality picks up every word and gesture
- Intelligent camera with 150° field of vision — supports a 50” to 60” display (not included)
- Includes retractable Ethernet and power cables for easy connections and rapid deployment
- Supports AirMedia® wireless presentation
- One-touch native Microsoft Teams or Zoom Rooms plus BYOD
- Delivered fully assembled and wired — just add a display up to 65”

---

**Any number of people**

B-Series and M-Series mobile options:

Starting at **$7,000 USD Advertised**
Crestron Flex Care is an annually renewing subscription service available in the U.S., Canada, and select regions of Europe. For full terms and conditions, please see crestron.com/FlexCareTerms.

1. The extended warranty applies only to Crestron branded components of the covered Crestron Flex conference system product. Crestron’s Standard Limited Warranty applies to all third-party branded components, including the UC Engine and standalone cameras. Warranties and Advance Replacements are subject to the terms of Crestron Standard Limited Warranty and Terms and Conditions of Sale, posted at www.crestron.com/warranty.

2. Subject to the terms of Crestron’s On-Site Support program. On-Site Support requires the engagement of an independent Crestron authorized Dealer.

Learn more at crestron.com/Flex